
tào            

套            
to cover; to encase; cover; sheath; to overlap; to interleave; to model after; to copy; formula; harness; loop of r...

gōng yù           

公寓           

apartment building; block of flats; Classifiers: 套

nà li           

那里           

there; that place; also written 那里 ; there; that place

yì fáng yì tīng         

一房一厅         

one bedroom and one living room

jiā jù           

家具           

furniture; Classifiers: 件



wò shì           

卧室           

bedroom; Classifiers: 间

chú fáng           

厨房           

kitchen; Classifiers: 间

wèi shēng jiān          

卫生间          

bathroom; toilet; WC; Classifiers: 间

kè tīng           

客厅           

drawing room (room for arriving guests); living room; Classifiers: 间

yǐ zi           

椅子           

chair; Classifiers: 把



shū zhuō           

书桌           

desk; Classifiers: 张

shū jià           

书架           

bookshelf; Classifiers: 个

fàn zhuō           

饭桌           

dining table

shā fā           

沙发           

sofa (loanword); Classifiers: 条 ; (Internet slang) the first reply or replier to a forum post

chuáng            

床            
bed; couch; classifier for beds; Classifiers: 张



zū            

租            
to hire; to rent; to charter; to rent out; to lease out; rent; land tax

chū zū           

出租           

to rent

bào zhǐ           

报纸           

newspaper; newsprint; Classifiers: 份

guǎng gào           

广告           

to advertise; a commercial; advertisement; Classifiers: 项

kě néng           

可能           

might (happen); possible; probable; possibility; probability; maybe; perhaps; Classifiers: 个



yǒu xìng qù          

有兴趣          

interested; interesting

lìng wài           

另外           

additional; in addition; besides; separate; other; moreover; furthermore

fù jìn           

附近           

(in the) vicinity; nearby; neighboring; next to

lián            

连            
surname Lian; to link; to join; to connect; continuously; in succession; including; (used with 也 , 都 etc) even; c...

zǒu lù           

走路           

to walk; to go on foot



fēn zhōng           

分钟           

minute

chǎo            

吵            
to quarrel; to make a noise; noisy; to disturb by making a noise

gān jìng           

干净           

clean; neat

ān jìng           

安静           

quiet; peaceful; calm

zuò fàn           

做饭           

to prepare a meal; to cook



zhǔn            

准            
to allow; to grant; in accordance with; in the light of; accurate; standard; definitely; certainly; about to become...

yǎng            

养            
to raise (animals); to bring up (children); to keep (pets); to support; to give birth

chǒng wù           

宠物           

house pet

fáng zū           

房租           

rent for a room or house

yuán            

元            
surname Yuan; the Yuan or Mongol dynasty (1279-1368); currency unit (esp. Chinese yuan); first; original; primary; ...



měi yuán           

美元           

American dollar; US dollar

rén mín bì          

人民币          

Renminbi (RMB); Chinese Yuan (CNY)

néng bu néng          

能不能          

can or cannot?; Is it possible?; Can we do it?

fù            

付            
surname Fu; to pay; to hand over to; classifier for pairs or sets of things



shuǐ diàn Fèi          

水电费          

water and electricity fees

yā jīn           

押金           

deposit; down payment

dāng            

当            
(onom.) dong; ding dong (bell); to be; to act as; manage; withstand; when; during; ought; should; match equally; eq...

huán            

还            
[verb] to pay back; to return

chà bù duō          

差不多          

almost; nearly; more or less; about the same; good enough; not bad


